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Waxman-Bahcall upper bound

Lack of neutrino doublets rules out “rare, bright” sources.



starburst galaxies?
4 years of observation

cosmic ray calorimeters.
high-star formation à cosmic ray injection
strong magnetic fields à traps cosmic rays longer
dense ISM à CRs interact.

Loeb & Waxman 2006

cutoff at few PeV



Neutrino flux at Earth

HW: How many astrophysical high-energy neutrinos pass through your body a day?

(Bonus: how many total from a Supernova explosion? How many from the sun?)
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hadronic gamma rays?
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gamma-ray + neutrinos

Bechtol+ 2015

non-blazar diffuse gamma-ray flux 
limited by Fermi-LAT to ~15%

need more multimessenger observations!



instrumented volume: x 10
same budget as IceCube

PINGU infill
40 strings

GeV threshold

beyond IceCube







5160 PMs
in 1 km3

IceCube



muon track: time is color; number of photons is energy



Photomultiplier 
tube – 10 inch



GAMMA-RAY BURSTS
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Light curves



Light curves

No two GRB light curves are identical.

Duration: milliseconds - minutes

Some are not continuous (precursors).



Long vs short GRBs





GRB spectrum

Band spectrum 
(broken power-law)



Energetics

(solar mass = 1.8 x 1054 erg)



Fireball model

Luminosity is many orders of magnitude beyond the Eddington luminosity:

So the high-temperature plasma expands à outflow.

Meszaros RPP 2006

For very high luminosities, the large density of gamma photons could make the 
fireball opaque to photons for energies above 0.5 MeV.

But many GRB photons are >> 0.5 MeV  à outflow needs to be relativistic (so it is less dense)

Total energy, as seen, is much more than what stellar core collapse and other events are thought to be able 
to produce à beaming (all the radiation is focused into some jet, so the total luminosity is not that high.)



Relativistic outflow

Accreting black hole Magnetar
(neutron star with strong 

magnetic fields)http://sites.krieger.jhu.edu/astronomy/numerical-simulations/

Magnetic field lines should be 
important (but we don’t really know)



Particle acceleration

Responsible for the non-thermal spectrum
(Fermi acceleration?)

Internal shocks



Long GRBs – stellar core collapse



Short GRBs – binary mergers



Fallback time



Kicks – short GRBs are often outside the host galaxy

Berger 2014



Star formation in host galaxies

Star-formation rate (SFR) as a function 
of rest-frame B-band luminosity for the 
host galaxies of short GRBs (squares), 
long GRBs (circles), and field star-
forming galaxies at similar redshifts to 
short GRB hosts (stars; Kobulnicky & 
Kewley 2004). 

Low star formation indicates that the 
binary formed a long time ago.

Berger 2014



Metallicity of host galaxy

Metallicity as a function of host-galaxy rest-frame B-
band luminosity for short GRBs (squares), long GRBs 
(circles), field galaxies at similar redshifts to short GRB 
hosts (stars; Kobulnicky & Kewley 2004), and the Sloan 
Digital Sky Survey luminosity-metallicity relation 
(Tremonti et al. 2004). Short GRB host galaxies have 
higher metallicities than long GRB hosts, but they 
closely track the luminosity-metallicity relation for the 
field galaxy population (inset). 

Long GRBs prefer low-metallicity environments ---
favorable for massive stellar explosions

Berger 2014



Opening angles

Berger 2014


